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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

HK Filmmaker Promotes City and Local Talent in LA World Premiere 
 
Los Angeles, California, USA – 21st July 2008 – Move over Batman! This month, 
the hip, new English-language indie love flick, LOST IN LOVE, shot entirely on location 
in Hong Kong and featuring both renown and upcoming Hong Kong stars and 
musical talent, premieres in Hollywood. 
  
As part of this year’s LA/NY Bi-Coastal Film Festival, LOST IN LOVE is heading the 
program in LA on 21st July at Laemmle Sunset 5, 8000 Sunset Blvd., West 
Hollywood, 90046 (Tel. 323-848-3500). The official movie website is at 
http://www.LostInLoveMovie.com and the official Film Festival homepage is at 
http://www.nyfilmvideo.com. Interviews with the musicians or stars and crew of 
the movie, can be requested through the Director/Producer Guy Orlebar at his 
details above.  
 
Starring kung fu master, Gordon Liu (Kill Bill), and model-cum-actress Sarika Choy 
(Infernal Affairs Trilogy, Rob-B-Hood) with music from rock duo Purple Nine and a 
special guest appearance from rock legend Yip Sai Wing of Asia’s number one rock 
band Beyond, LOST IN LOVE introduces to the West an entirely distinct set of Hong 
Kong’s much-loved talent. In addition, Hong Kong--based filmmaker Guy Orlebar’s 
artistry captures glorious, never-before-seen night-time aerial shots of the city and 
poignant shots at Lantau’s Giant Buddha taken n the midst of a typhoon, with other 
scenes encompassing also Lan Kwai Fong, Mong Kok and Victoria Peak, to show an 
exclusively fresh new side of the city of Hong Kong to the Western audience. 
 
LOST IN LOVE is Guy Orlebar’s highly autobiographical directorial debut, concerning 
a young Englishman who must travel to Hong Kong, where East meets West, to 
search for his love and the true meaning of life. Starring also leading actors from 
the UK and Japan and additional overseas musical talent, this is a love story of truly 
international proportions.  
How far would you go for love? 
 
**** 
 
One of Hong Kong's newest and most dynamic film production houses, Agog Films 
Productions specialises in independent movie making from the freshest global 
talents, as well as in related comic and video-game development. 
Be amazed. Be agog. Agog Films. 


